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So we are dealing with 3 main types of deafness: transmissive , neurosensory (sometimes 
incorrectly called perception ) and mixed. 
 
Transmissive hearing loss involves the transmission of sound through the outer ear (the 
pavilion, the auditory canal) and / or the middle ear (the eardrum, the auditory canal – 
usually filled with air through the eustachian tube-and the ear shells themselves: hammer, 
anvil, ladder). It can be reversible or not; and in duration it can be acute, subacute, chronic 
(cases usually associated with irreversibility).  
 
The hearing of the whispered and conversational voice decreases (ear congestion ) - thus 
increasing the volume of the sound source usually leads to a good understanding, without 
distortion (in pure transmission, deafness, inner ear and acoustic nerve function normally). 
Some causes associated with this mechanism:diseases of the pavilion and the auditory canal 
- malformations, constrictions (partial or total constriction), foreign bodies, inflammation, 
tumors (benign or malignant); diseases of the tympanic membrane (perforation - post - 
traumatic or ear inflammation, inflammation, the consequences of scarring - post - 
traumatic or post-ear inflammation);  
 
Diseases of the bone chain (malformations, breaks-injuries, abscesses, immobilization-by the 
consequences of scarring and/or otosclerosis-disease par excellence successfully prosthetic). 
It is also necessary to mention diseases caused by disorders of the pressure of the trumpet 
(i.e. pressure in the middle ear - the eardrum - provided by the operation of the eustachian 
trumpet). The mechanism of opening and closing of this fallopian tube / oviduct can be 
disturbed , both under normal conditions - individual predisposition, severe colds with global 
inflammation and nasal and oviduct congestion (often causing serous otitis, barotrauma-too 
abrupt changes in atmospheric conditions). pressure (flights, diving, etc.).  
 

 
 
Neurosensory deafness ("perception" - a popular term, although inadequate), can even go 
as far as cofosis (total hearing loss), is an effect on the transmission of sound in the inner 
ear, nerve and/or cortical perception defect in the brain. The conversational voice is barely 
audible, and the whispered voice is usually absent.  
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As possible causes, we mention primarily damage to the cochlea (the cochlea in the inner 
ear with which we hear): malformations, injuries, acoustic trauma - damage by exposure to 
noise, senile age - damage in the context of age, ototoxicosis - drugs that attack the cells of 
the hearing, inflammation, diseases of the middle ear extended to the inner ear - 
inflammation or otosclerosis of the brain - vascular disorders, poisoning, shingles, 
meningitis, neuritis, tumors.   
 
Finally, in mixed deafness, we are dealing with complex mechanisms: damage to the 
middle and/or outer ear, along with damage to the inner ear, auditory nerve and/or brain. 
 
In any category you find yourself in, we warmly recommend consulting with a laryngologist 
and invite you (just as warmly) for free hearing tests , in our" workshop "of sounds, called 
Audio Alpha, where we can" master " successfully the solution for (almost) every kind of 
hearing problem! Here, too, we can provide (almost) every additional explanation you need. 
 

 
In the United States, about 21 million people have neurosensory hearing loss, and 1% of 
them have deep neurosensory hearing loss (deafness). Worldwide, 30% of people suffer 
from hearing loss, and the number of deaf people worldwide is estimated at 70 million. 
Hearing loss can be unilateral or bilateral, but in most cases, neurosensory hearing loss, 
especially genetic hearing loss, is bilateral.  
 
The consequence of hearing loss, if it is deep and cannot be corrected well, is the inability of 
the individual to develop verbal language, forced to use sign language (sign language) and 
more difficult adaptation to society. However, the development of the hearing aid industry 
and the improvement of the performance of hearing aids, this is accompanied by the 
emergence of high-performance cochlear implants, which greatly facilitate the adaptation 
and ability of people affected by the disease to a normal life. 


